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Abstract

A multi-input, multi-output

reconfigurable flight control system design
utilizing a robust controller and an adaptive filter

is presented. The robust control design consists
of a reduced-order, linear dynamic inversion

controller with an outer-loop compensation matrix

derived from Quantitatitve Feedback Theory

(QFT). A principle feature of the scheme is

placement of the adaptive filter in series with the

QFT compensator thus exploiting the inherent

robustness of the nominal flight control system in

the presence of plant uncertainties. An example of
the scheme is presented in a pilot-in-the-loop

computer simulation using a simplified model of
the lateral-directional dynamics of the NASA F-

18 High Angle of Attack Research Vehicle

(HARV) that included nonlinear anti-windup

logic and actuator limitations. Prediction of

handling qualities and pilot-induced oscillation
tendencies in the presence of these nonlinearities

is included in the example.

Introduction

Damage to the actuators driving the
control effectors of a modem aircrafi can

adversely affect the performance and stability of
the vehicle. Indeed, the design of future, high-

performance aircraft will likely include some
ability to automatically reconfigure the aircraft

flight control system in the presence of failure or
damage to the actuators. Because of this evolving

requirement, reconflgurable flight control is an

active research area, see for example Refs 1-8.

The research to be described will focus

on the problem of recovering performance in the

presence of actuator failures. The methodology to

be described will allow continuous pilot control

during reconfiguration, a significant improvement

over some of the approaches that have preceded
it, i.e., gels. 6 and 8. In addition, reconfiguration

in the presence of significant nonlinearities

stemming fi'om actuator amplitude and rate

limitations will be demonstrated as will the

handling qualities and pilot-induced oscillation
(PIO) prediction technique offered in Refs. 9 and
10.

Considering the type of damage that can
accrue in aircraft, particularly combat aircraft,

focusing upon actuator damage/failures alone may

seem an unwarranted simplification. However,

the control effectors that are actuated by these
devices are powerful aerodynamic/propulsive

force and moment producers. Thus, a design
methodology capable of accommodating actuator

failures may also be a candidate for handling

other type of damage, e.g., that associated with

the airfi'ame, itself.

Methodology
The proposed flight control system will

be designed based on a Quantitative Feedback
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Theory/Pre-Design Technique (QFT/PDT) _ and

a reduced-order, linear, dynamic inversion

(RLD[) controller. 12'13 Although reconfigurable

control was not the goal in the study summarized
in Ref. 13, the QFT/PDT and RL'DI controllers

developed therein were shown t._ provide stability

and performance robustness to significant
uncertainties in the vehicle model. This

robustness made the controllers ideal candidates

to serve as a base-line nominal controller for the

reconfigurable system to be described. The only

modification of the design of Ref. 13 was the

inclusion of adaptive filtering in series with the

QET/PDT compensator. As such, the design can

be thought of as an adaptive QFT system. Figure

I shows the general topology of the feedback

system just described.

Failure detection is not addressed in the

discussion to follow. It is assumed that the

reconfiguration logic is operating at all times and

adjusting to performance degradations arising

from actuator failures. The system could, of

course, be employed in conjunction with a failure
detection algorithm that activates the

reconfiguration logic upon identification of a

failure. The reconfiguration logic does not,

however, require identifying which actuator(s)

has failed.

RLDI

For undamaged aircraft, the QFT/PDT

procedure can produce unacceptably high-gain

controllers when applied across the entire flight

envelope. This tendency will be eliminated by

gain scheduling a RLDI. This technique can

provide desired input-output dynamics over the

flight envelope including approximate decoupling
of the control channels. The gain scheduling

process is straightforward and the formulation of
RLDI has already been demonstratedJ 2 After

design of the RLDI, the QFT/PDT compensation
provides additional performance robustness lost
due to uncertainties in the vehicle model use to
obtain the RLDI. In addition, the QFT/PDT

compensator can provide at least stability

robustness in the presence of a class of actuator
failures. 6

Qb'_r/PDT
The Quantitative Feedback Theory

(QFT) Pre-Design Technique (PDT) was
introduced and fully discussed in Ref. 11. The

PDT will give an estimation of a QFT controller

that will satisfy the performance specifications in

the presence of plant uncertainties. In some

cases, a formal QFT design may not be necessary
if the PDT provides satisfactory results. The

design of the QFT/PDT controller will be based

upon the dynamics of undamaged aircraR and will

ensure satisfactory handling qualities with no

pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) tendencies. Its

structure will not be altered during

reconfiguration.

Adaptive Filtering

The reconfiguration scheme will utilize

the Widrow-Hopf Least Mean Square (LMS)

algorithm t4 in an adaptive form called the filtered-

E: LMS algorithm, js This algorithm resembles a

model-reference adaptive control scheme that

minimizes the square of the difference between

the output of the system and the output of the

selected model. Figure 2 shows the structure of

the adaptive filter and Fig. 3 shows the filtered-I;

LMS algorithm. Analyses of stability, rate of

convergence, and noise effects in the weights for

the filtered- g LMS algorithm shown in Fig. 3 are

discussed in Ref. 15.

The algorithm for updating the filter

weights has the following structure,

where

Wk, I = W_ + 2pXk_r k

I1X -1
Xk = k. ,

[.Xk-LJ

' Iwokl

/->,/W k = :

LWLkJ

(1)

and E;k = dk _XkWkr =d k _W krXk

dk = desired response

L+ I = number of weights

xk = input to an adaptive filter

Wik i=0,1,2,...,L -- adaptive weights

Yk = output from an adaptive filter =

r = wrx_Xk Wk
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Equation I is the LMS algorithm. =''=_In this form, "

the LMS algorithm can be implemented in a

practical system with simplicity. It can be shown
that convergence of the weight vector is obtained

by appropriate selection of _ and L in Eq. 1.=4'=_

The filtered-g LMS" algoritlLrn can be

applied to multi-input, multi-output (MIMO)

systems, is As can be seen from Fig. 3, estimation

of the inverse plant model, I_-I is required in

order to implement this scheme. Off-line

estimation of 13-1 can be accomplished with

inverse plant modeling, but may not be possible in

-son= situations, e.g. in the reconfigurabie flight

control problem. However, the exactness of the

13-) is not critical to the convergence of the

adaptive filter in Fig. 3. As will be demonstrated,

an approximation to f,-I can be employed with no
off-line or on-line inverse modeling of the plant.

An approximation to f,-= will not be changed

during adaptation and can be a very rough

estimate of the dynamics of the damaged
aircraft. =_ In linear systems, the adaptive

algorithm will converge to an absolute minimum.

If the system in question is nonlinear,

convergence of Eq. I to an absolute minimum is

not guaranteed, i.e., only a relative minimum may

be obtained.

Herein, the reference model selected in

the reconfiguration scheme will have the desired

dynamics of the decoupled system as obtained

from the dynamic inversion of the nominal

system. In this way, the adaptive filter will be
attempting to recreate the dynamics prescribed by
the RLD[ when operating with the nominal

vehicle. Recall also that the adaptation does not
have to be exact, since the robust QFT/PDT

controller will accommodate imperfections

(uncertainty) in the inner-loop reconfiguration.

Finally, the proposed scheme doe not require
detection of the failed actuators since the

modified filtered-t; scheme does not need

identification of the failed system.

Conditions for Successful Reconfiguration

Successful reconfiguration depends upon

the following conditions being met:

1.) The dynamic inversion loop remains stable
after actuator failure occurs.

2.) In the presence of actuator failures, the
aircraft will still be controllable by virtue of

redundant effectors.

The aircraft with a nominal control structure that

meets these criteria will be reconfigurable using

the proposed scheme.

Simulation of Pilot-in-the-Loop Control
The ability to function under continuous

pilot control is an important attribute of the

proposed reconfiguration scheme. To
demonstrate this attribute, a Structural Pilot

Model 9 is utilized to as part of a pilot-in-the-loop

tracking task with the pilot dynamics are based

upon the undamaged "effective vehicle" (aircraft

plus control system). The Structural Model is

shown in Figure 4. An interactive computer

program I° is used to determine the pilot model.

This program can also be used in assessing the

performance of the damaged vehicle with and

without reconfiguration. Actuator dynamics

including amplitude and rate limits are included in

the simulation. In addition, the program of Ref.

10 can be employed to predict handling qualities

levels with the nominal, damaged and the

reconfigured vehicle.

Example

System Design
For the purpose of demonstrating the

reconfiguration technique a MIMO system will be

analyzed. A simple model of the lateral-

directional dynamics of the NASA F-Ig High
Angle of Attack Research Vehicle (HARV) l_ will

he used to demonstrate the methodology. As

shown in Fig. 5 the vehicle has redundant
effectors for both roll control (differential tail

(DT), aileron (AI), and roll thrust vector (RTV))

and sideslip control (rudder (RU) and yaw thrust

vector (YTV)). The base-line controller design

(PDT and ALDI) is obtained for an undamaged

vehicle for the 18 flight conditions shown in Fig.

6. The flight condition chosen for the

reconfiguration example is also indicated in Fig.

6. This flight condition is the most challenging

for the control system because of the low dynamic

pressure.

Figures %8 show the magnitude plots for

the tracking transfer f_nctions p/pc and 13/[_=for all

18 flight conditions, including random variations
in the elements of the vehicle dynamic model

(elements of the A and B state space matrices) of
a maximum ± 20%. The pilot-in-the-loop

tracking task is shown in Fig. 9. Note that no

pilot input in the sideslip loop is assumed, i..e.,
the task is "feet on the floor" for the pilot. The

upper and lower tracking bounds on the p/p=

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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magnitude plots were evaluated for handling

qualities and PIO tendencies using the computer

program of Ref. 10. The handling qualities

prediction is based upon the "handling qualities

sensitivity function" (HQSF) defined as

1 U M . I
HQSF = _ (J )l (2)

where UM and C are two signals in the Structural

Pilot Model shown in Fig. 4. The predicted

handling qualities levels as defined on the

Cooper-Harper rating scale of Fig. 10 are based

upon.whether the HQSF penetrates specified

bounds on a linear HQSF vs frequency plot. 9:°

Likewise PIO "levels" defined on the PIO Rating

(PIOR) scale of Fig. 11 are also predicted by

plotting the power spectral density of the signal
UM when a command C with a specified power

spectral density is applied. 9:0 Figure 12 shows

results for the upper and lower tracking p/pc

bounds indicating level 1 handling qualities with

no PIO tendencies. Note that these predictions

were based upon a linear vehicle model.

Figure 13 shows the RLDI in more

detail. In Fig. 13, K is a control distribution

matrix that distributes the two pseudo-control

signals emanating from the dynamic inverter to

the five actuators. K is implemented with only a

single non-zero entry in any row. The non-zero

element is proportional to the rate limit of the

actuator that it affects. This definition allows the

use of "software rate limiters ''_= to improve the

tracking performance of the nominal vehicle

under actuator rate saturation if desired. These

software limiters were not included in this study,

however. G is the RLDI controller or dynamic

inverter. The actuators in Fig. 13 exhibit the rate

and amplitude limits shown in Table 1.

Simple anti-windup logic has been

implemented in the PDT module for both cases to

cope with actuator saturation in the nominal

design. This logic was created in each channel by

removing an integrator from the PDT module in

each control channel and simply replacing it with

a limiting integrator. The upper and lower limits

of the limiting integrator were obtained by trial

and error using the computer simulation and are

given in Table i.

Figure 14 is a detailed representation of

the Adaptive Module called out in Fig. 13 and

shows the proposed MIMO, modified, filtered-

algorithm to be utilized in the examples. Design

parameters of the PDT module and the RLDI are

given in Table I. As discussed in the preceeding,

the plant inverse is approximate and is based upon

the desired dynamics of the decoupled system
(referred to as the "reference model" in Table 1).

All parameters are shown in Table I. The pilot
model is determined from the PDT/RLDI control

structure in the roll loop for the undamaged

aircra_. For an evaluation of tracking

performance, a crossover frequency of 1.5 rad/sec

was utilized in the pilot/vehicle tracking loop, a

value representative of pilot/vehicle crossover

frequency in tracking, e.g, Ref. 19.

Figure 15 illustrates the adaptive filters,

FII, F12, F21, and F22, for the 2 by 2 MIMO

system pertinent to the example. Each filter has

the same structure as in Fig. 2 except that the

error (; k is replaced by a corresponding filtered

error (filtered-t; .) An input signal x k for each

filter is just the corresponding command from the

PDT module. Each filter has its own set of

weights and each set and adaptation step size can

be chosen independently for each filter element.

The weight sets Wkll, Wkl2, Wk21, and Wk22

belong to F I l, F12, F21, and F22, respectively.

For simplicity, the same number of weights and

adaptation step size are utilized for all filters.

Figure 16 shows the 2 by 2 MIMO linear

combiner composed of CI I, C12, C21, and C22.

Selection of the number of weights L+I was

obtained here by trial and error. First an equal

number of weights were chosen for each of the

four channels (CIi - C22). The number of

weights was chosen as a large number that would

still allow reasonable computation times on the

simulation computer (a desktop PC). Here, this

meant L+I = 50. The paramter p. was selected

according to the convergence criterion for single-

input, single output (SISO) systems of Refs. 15

and 16as

1

l<P<(L ) [J--+l-E'ik 2- (3)

Proof of convergence for MIMO systems has yet

to be derived. The utility of the SISO criterion
lies in the approximate decoupling afforded by

the RLDI and PDT systems. In inequality (3),

E[ik 2] is the temporal average of the square of the

input power into the filter element, e.g., the roll-

4
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rate or sideslip commands indicated in Figs. 15

and 16. This value was estimated m this

application. [t is typical to select la to be less

than one-tenth the upper value in inequality (3).

An example of the detailed structure of a linear

combiner is shown in Fig. 17.
/

Since four control channels are involved,

four values of the parameter p. could be selected.

However, no crosscoupling commands were

involved, e.g., no 13/pc and there was no 13c in the

13-loop. Inequality (3) would thus imply

arbitrarily large values of _ for these channels.

• - Instead, the _ value for the p-loop was used for all

four channels.

Computer Simulation of Pilot/Vehicle
Performance

For the majority of the flight conditions
and failures simulated the basic RLDI/QFT-

defined system was capable of providing

acceptable performance without reconfiguration.

However, one challenging flight condition and

failure demonstrated the utility of the

reconfiguration scheme. This occurred when

YTV was reduced to only 10% effectiveness at a

flight condition involving a trim angle of attack

(AOA) = 29.7 degrees, a Math No. = 0.2, an

altitude = 10,000 feet with an aggressive roll

tracking task presented to the simulated pilot.

The 10% effectiveness implies that the "gain",

rate and amplitude limits of the actuator are only

10% of the nominal values. The roll command to

the pilot consists of a series of filtered steps of 5

see duration and varying amplitude, with some
commanded changes as large as 40 deg. The

reconfiguration is initiated with a failure

occurring at t = 0 see. The number of weights and

adaptation step size (p.) for each filter are 50 and

Ixl0 "6, respectively. For purposes of evaluating
tracking performance, the pilot model given in

Table 1 for the nominal vehicle was used for

nominal, damaged and reconfigured vehicles.

For handling qualities evaluations, the pilot model

for the damaged and reconfigured vehicle was

tuned to the altered vehicle dynamics as will be

described.

The roll angle responses of the healthy

(undamaged or nominal), damaged and
reconfigured vehicles are plotted in Fig 18.

Sideslip responses are compared in Fig. 19.

Adaptive filter weight time histories are shown in

Fig. 20. For comparison purposes, the ordinates
of each of the plots in Fig. 20 have been

identically scaled. The shaded portions of the

figure are actually the time histories of 49 of the

weights in the case ofWkl I and Wk22 and all 50

weights in case of Wkl2 and Wk21. As can be

seen from Fig. 20, filter adaptation converges in

approximately 20 sees. Of considerable

importance is the fact that the reconfiguration

logic operated in the presence of significant
nonlinearities, both from the anti-windup

integrators and the rate limited actuators.

Prediction of Handling Qualities and PIO

Susceptibility
The handling qualities and PlO

prediction methodology of Refs. 9 and 10 were

next applied to the healthy, damaged and

reconfigured vehicles. It should be emphasized
that the latter evaluation was made on the

reconfigured vehicle, but not on the vehicle

during reconfiguration. The implementation of the

LMS filter as part of the flight control system

made it cumbersome to calculate of the P/Pc

transfer function needed for the pilot modeling

technique of gefs. 9 and 10. This necessitated an

identification of the P/Pc transfer function for the

damaged and reconfigured vehicles. This was

accomplished by fitting a transfer function to the

p/pc Bode plot derived from a Fast Fourier

Transform identification technique. Figure 21

shows the results for the reconfigured vehicle.

The technique of Refs. 9 and 10 also requires a

crossover frequency of 2.0 rad/sec the tracking

loop being investigated. This was not achievable
with the damaged vehicle, as instability resulted.

This is synonymous with predicted level 3

handling qualities. For the handling qualities and

PIO analysis for both the damaged and

reconfigured vehicles, the pilot model was
changed from that indicated in Table 1. This was

an absolute necessity since the methodology of
Refs. 9 and 10 were predicated upon a pilot

model properly tuned to the vehicle dynamics at
hand.

Figures 22-23 show the predicted

handling qualities and PIO levels for the nominal

and damaged vehicles using the program of Ref.
i0. The nominal vehicle shows a violation of the

level I boundary. This is attributable to the

aggressive nature of the roll attitude command of
Fig. 18. Note that the reconfigured vehicle has

retained predicted level I handling qualities with

minimal PIO tendencies. Figure 24-25 show the

amplitude and rate limiting that was occurring

during and after reconfiguration as compared to

5
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that of the damaged vehicle. This limiting is

attributable both to the challenging nature of the

flight condition, and to the reconfigurable control
scheme attempting to recapture performance lost

due to the failure in the thrust vectoring nozzle.
The nonlinearities did not, however, inhibit the

reconfiguration.

Conclusions

A methodology for MIMO

reconfigurableflightcontrol design utilizinga

robust controllerand adaptive filterhas been

proposed. The demonstration of the proposed

_ system shows significantimprovement intracking
performance as compared to the same vehicle

withoutreconfigurationin a challengingexample

from one of the 18 flight conditions in the flight

envelope for which the nominal system was

designed. The reconfiguration was characterized
by fast adaptation times during which the

simulated pilot retained control. Application to a

system with nonlinear effects supports the utility

of the proposed concept.
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Table 1 Vehicle, Pilot, and Control System Parameters

Aircraft Linearized Model

SOT

X=Ax+BA where x(t)=_p(t)l, _(t)=]SRu

y=cx+D Lr(t)j "

= angle of sideslip, deg; p = roll rate, deg/sec; r = yaw rate, deg/sec

5 DT = differential tail (DT), deg; 5 AI = aileron (AI), deg; 5 RU = rudder (RU), deg

8 RTV = roll thrust vector angle (RTV), deg; 5yT V = yaw thrust vector angle (YTV), deg

Example: (angle of attack = 29.73 deg, math = 0.2, altitude = 10,000 feet

A _

-0.059 0.496 -0.868"

-5.513 -0.939 0.665

0.068 0.026 -0.104

I 0.006 0.006 0.004 0 0.090 ]

B= 1 1.879 1.328 0.029 0.675 0.217 I

L-O.109 -0.096 -0.084 0.007 -2.974j

DT:

AI:

RU:

RTV/YTV:

302

s 2 + 42.4s + 302

75 2

s 2 +88.5s + 75 2

72 2

s 2 +99.4s + 72 2

20 2

s 2 + 24s +20 2

Actuator Transfer Functions and Limits

amplitude limit = +/-17.5 deg, rate limit = +/-60 deg/sec

amplitude limit = +/-27.5 deg, rate limit = +/-100 deg/sec

amplitude limit = +/-30 deg, rate limit = +/-100 deg/sec

amplitude limit = +/-30 deg, rate limit = +/-60 deg/sec

PDT Controller

G PDT =

"197.33(s+5.15X _.0.97X$2 +22.30s+355.4Xs2 + 102.70s+5070)

s(s+5896)3(s+438)(s2+2474s+50990)

0 o216.16(s+O.97Xs2+43.05s+896.30)(s2+8725s+551600)

s(s+Sg96)3(s2+446?s+126600)

Anti-Windup limits at an integrator at each control channel = +/- 20 (deg/sec or deg)
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Table I, cont'd

= RLDI Controller

o1G =[(A G -Hobs),[B G HobsI,CG,[DG 0 0 1

A c = (A-BKE_F),B c = BKE_ I,C G =-E_IF,D G = E_ I

1
reference model for each channel = --

s+l

E = CBK, F = C + CA; En "l = right inverse of E

Hob s = 1 K =

0 71
[.0,6

Pilot Model for Nominal Vehicle*(for tracking with nominal_ damaged and reconfigured vehicle)

Pilot =
3.139.105 units displacement

(s 2 + 7.027s + 165.64)(s 2 + 4 ! .97s + 754.6) tad

Pilot Model for Reconfigured Vehicle* (for handling qualities evaluation)

Pilot =
2.545.105 e -0.2s units displacemmt

(s 2 + 4. Is + i 97.7)(s 2 + 45s + 837.7) rad

*Includes loop closure about force/feel system given by

252 units displacment
=

YFS s 2 +35s+252 units force

Adaptive Filter

50 weights in each filter, adaptation step size /_ = lx 10 -6 , sampling frequency = 50 He.

o]reference model for filtered- E; algorithm = (s I)

(s + 1)
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o

[ _'--t+12 o

approximation ofplant inverse, /_-' =](s/_500+l)' (s+l)

.- L (_o + 1)

Linear

Dynamic

Inversion
,opu_F--I +.. F-1 I----1 I-----11 i F---1 o_tp_

Pre-filter I QFT/PDT Acla_ptlve II II I
I Robust Fitter I StateFeedback I I

I c°ntr°ue'

Figure I Reconfigurable flight control scheme

Input Wok

Unit delay +

Wlk

,4

• Xk.t _Adaptive

elements

(Weights)
w_t

Xk.L

Output

yk

Desired

response

d+_--, _k

Figure 2 Adaptive filter in U'ansversal filter form
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Xk

!

I Adaptive Filter(Copy)

,"Controller

!

Adaptive Filter I

/
Filtered

Error

Plant with Dynamic

Inversion Loop

Overall System

Error ?-
c k +

Estimation .4 Desired
of Pt Uk[ Resoonse

JReference /
"[ Model

Figure 3 Filtered-LMS algorithm

r'-
!

¾

vestibular

feedback

PILOT
1
t VEHICLE

feedback I
I

I

visual feedback II

I

_t

Figure 4 Structural model of human pilot

---_M
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r

niieroel

• ._ I_. tRll

/
roll I, nd yaw thrust _eetor

Figure 5 NASA HARV with lateral-directional control effectors

X 104
4 [ , , , , i . , i

_'Oy_lrV_¢ Pr'elmJre = 50 psf 100 pl

"! / /=oo_/ J A

3 _ 0 0 0 0 0

2SIIA't_2 //_/_/O 0 0

o,,
0 i

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.S O,O 07 0.8 0.0 1

Milch No.

Figure 6 18 flight conditions used in design

I i
L _ q

"leo i

i

lO 1 io._ lo 1o _10;

Fr_cy (rl_/ee¢)

Figure 7 Bode plots for p/p= for all flight conditions with 20 model perturbations for each flight conditon
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o[_ . . .

'°t
.zo! t(3/_c dB ,"

4u_-

$0 I

-"O[

I

it} _ 1o" 1o _ 1o I Io=

Fr *¢'luoncy (n=d_nec)

Figure 8 Bode plots for 13/13¢for all flight conditionswith 20 modelperturbations for each flight condition

Roll Angle

Command__ + Pilot Model _

- _ PDT ModuJe Adaptive Module[

l andPlant /

Sideslip

Figure 9 Block diagram of lateral-directional flight control system with pilot in the loop

J [_ _ma=all Im

I _'ll_lil _ dan,I wQa._

.....

'---, ]

Figure I0 The Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale
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NIUMZ_CAL
DI[._IUFnON _TING

NO 11_NDENCY FOR MLoT'ro INDUCE UNDESIRAJLE
MOTIONS

UNDI_IRAmL£ M_S TEND TO OCCUR WlBZN
IIql"nATES AIIitb'Fr _ OR ^TI"EM]Frs

TIOHT CONTROL. _ MOTIONS CAN BE PP, EVlENTE_
OR I_NATED BY PILOT TECHNIQUE

UND_I-_ MOTIONS EJ_R.Y _iDUC]ED WTrU_ t=11.OT
n_T/AI"F_ hJ_UFT MANE-IP/E_ OR A_ TIGHT
CONTROL _ MO'nON$ CAN BE PREVENTED OR
_A13ED BUT ONLY AT SACRIFICE TO TASK
PIE_FORM_NCZ OR 11BIOUGH CONSlDm_JBLE FIZ.OT

ATTENTION AND EFFOEr

OSCIB.4.A13ONS TEND TO DEVELOP _ PILOT 1]_TI'[ATF_
A_R_Fr M.ANI_Ln/I_]_ OR A_ I"tGZ-i'T CONTROL.

PILOT MUST REDUCE GAIN OR ABANDON TASK TO
RECOVER

DrV_R(]_¢1" OSCII.LATIONS TEND TO DEVELOP WHEN
PILOT INI'FIATF_ AJ_tUPT _ OR AIrTEMPTS
TIGllT CONTROL. PILOT MUST OPE/4 L,OOP BY R.ELEA$_O
OR _G TR]E

DIS'I'UI_ANCl_ OR NORMAL FRLTr CONTROL MAY

CAUSE DrVIE_OEN'r OSCILLATION. Pff.OT MUST OPEN

CONTROL LOOP BY R_.]EAS_NO OR _G _ STICK

l

1 ,_PIOR • 1

t

2 < PIOR < 4

PIOR •

Figure I I The pilot-induced oscillation rating scale

HQ Levels

I
5 LEVEL3 _ -- Lower bound

- Upper bound
4 .-- . _ ........... -.. I

LEVEL 2 N

3 /

" / "" _ " -.4 "

1 -_

O0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1'0

Frequency (red/s)

PIOR Levels

Lower boundl
...... Upper bound1

PIOR>= 4

el
I

1

0

/ 2<PIOR<4 "- .

0.S t 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Frequency (red/s)

Figure 12Structural modelhandlingqualitiesand PIO predictionfor p/p=magnitudeboundsfrom Fig. 7
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I S,atc_Fccdh=k ] /]

Side=lip ___.--..J I _ Models

C°nm°iier C..ontrol _ Aircraft

Ganging Actuatorl
Matrix with Rat==

and Amplitude
J..imils

I)r = Diffcrem|al rail (Roll Control), AI - Aiter_m (Roll Control)

RU "Rudder (Yaw Conuol), RFV = Roll I'hrust Vector IRoll Control)

YTV = Yaw FhrustVector(Yaw Control)

Figure 13 Decoupled control scheme for NASA HARV

S l and $2 = Panic Switches

Sideslip Command : : _ "' '

From PDT Module Copy of/1 _ _ ..... anvener= I °

:' -
MIMO RelY-nee Modo|

Figure 14 Adaptable module and plant using modified, filtered-F-algorithm

_.,=r_,. // //
=_c.t.,, // /!

::, T :1'" I Iit '_ I" I ,

, =

i

.........................................

Figure 15 LMS algorithm-based adaptive filters
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.

rt.u_t Rate Corftmmn_ i / { ] i

; :

Side_lip Cumm_*d I _ T • _
From |'D| Module I _ I T _ '

I I

1 ,
I

i ...................................... I

Copy ot" Weights

from All Fi|tetl Io

FI l FI2 l,ir_rCo,,,bin¢_ F21 F22
( Ad_ptivc CantTolier)

Figure 16 Linear combiners

it

To Switch_

S I,n,i $2

Rolll_teCommand

From PDT klodule

Input

XOk
Unit delay

'lk

Xl..k

>'_4wtk I +X,_+ Oulput

A_aptive >9 Y_

WLk elel1_enIs : f

I

Copy. of Wei_ts from Filter FI I

Figure 17 Detail of linear combiner CI I
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Fiwe ! $ Roll tracking results for healthy, damaged, and reconfigu_ed vehicle
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o
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io ,o 20 3'0 _ 5o 6o
Damaged
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Reconflgumd

2 I
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i ¢ i , i

-2 i I i I i
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

T_le, sec

Figure 19 Sidelslip response results for healthy, damaged, and reconfigured vehicle
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Figure 20 Filter weight time histories during reconfiguration
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Figure 21 Bode plot of P/Pc identification and fit after reconfiguration
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Figure 22 Structural model handling qualities and PIO prediction for nominal vehicle in tracking,

"Analysis" refers to linear vehicle
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Figure 23 Structural model handling qualities and PIO prediction for reconfigured vehicle in tracking,
"Analysis" refers to linear vehicle
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Figure 24 Actuator amplitudes for damaged and reconfigured vehicle (during and aRer reconfiguration)
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Figure 25 Actuator ratesfor damagedand reconfiguredvehicle (during andafter reconfiguration)
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